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APC NEWS ITEM:  

Janurary 31st. 2009  Troop Support Rally to counter leftist protestors.  Held in front of the Pohakuloa

Mil-base gate on Saddle Road between the peaks of Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa on the Big Island of Hawaii.

 

A Marine's Son and family  (APC member & Hawaii-GOE leader with big flag )           RW and two other

vets
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   Hawaii GOE war wagon                                                           Hawaii   APC and GOE coalition plus one

Canadian

==========================================

ARTICLE  posted by Robert Williams

PATRIOTS !  I'll put this bluntly.  I am personally angry and upset.  Daily I see more erosion of our once

sacred constitutional liberties and a steeper slide into the dull gray slavery of extreme socialism.   At 80 years

of age I'm not worried about myself or my wife,  but I have two grown children and two grandchildren just

turned 21.  I also have many younger friends whom I care about and many countrymen that I know remain

patriots.  I'm very concerned that they will all inherit from my WWII generation and the so-called "baby

boomers" an America turned over to greed and  erosion of ethics.   A land once brave --- that now except for

our volunteer armed forces,  is bereft of the courage,  the self-sufficient ruggedness,  the Yankee common

sense,  the pursuit of independent and group excellence,  and the pride of liberties that our forefathers and

founders had.   In short the socialists and wimps and other worshipers of enforced mediocracy have gained

too much power and threaten to "change" America into a weak, third or fourth-rate country vulnerable to

take-over by communists,  Islamists,  and the like.

Though I try to personally do something by writing letters to the editors of news-media and to congress and I

engage in flag rallies and troop support demonstrations,  this individual activity has little or no effect unless I

am echoed by many others who feel as I do.  How many it would take I don't know.  All I know is that if there

is such a thing as the so-called "silent majority" it is either now a helpless minority, or a rather inactive and

thus ineffective majority.

There are more patriotic organizations now than several years ago, but they are fragmented.  There is as yet

no formal coalition to exhibit the weight that will make congress and the press take notice.  Most of these

organizations are not formal corporations and do not elect leaders.  Thus they tend to be monolithic and led

by a few people who can only do significant good if they raise enough money on their own.   I have

discovered by inquiry that they are for the most part not really interested in a true coalition.
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American Patriot Council, Inc. is a corporation and it's leaders are elected by the membership.  In this respect

APC tends to mimic a representative democracy where every member has a vote in what goes on.   We are

also interested in collaboration with other patriotic organizations for mutual benefit in pushing our agendas. 

An example is APC-Hawaii and GOE-Hawaii joining hands to make rallies and troop-support events bigger. 

Also, while other organizations tend to specialize in peripheral aspects of what's happening to our country, 

APC tries to educate the public and congress and the press in the deeper underlying causes of what's

happening and suggest actions to counter these negative causal influences.

Aside from large brute-force armies,  communications is the most powerful social tool on the planet.  This is

especially true in the age of the Internet and the cell-phone and the ability to self-publish.  The APC board of

directors has agreed that we should improve our corporate communication with members and the

communication of members with each other.  As you have recently seen we have launched a Journal to send

to all members once or twice a month.

I would like to share with you a personal declaration that I am sending to members of congress and to the

news media.  It goes as follows:

The Eagle is our national symbol because ... EAGLES NEVER CRINGE ! .....  THEY SOAR ! .... and they

instantly attack anything that endangers their families !  So the following is a declaration ---- not a petition or

request for permission.  I am sending it to the media and all branches of government.

                                                              DECLARATION

I,   the undersigned citizen of the United States .... declare .... in the spirit of eagles and the spirit of our

Founding Fathers ....  my right to redress of the following named wrongs that I  consider detrimental and

contrary to the original intent of our Constitution and Bill of Rights.  I will resist and oppose these wrongs in

any Constitutionally protected  non-violent ways of my choice.

POLITICAL CORRECTNESS:  is a blatant violation of the First Amendment Freedom of Speech clause and

should not be tolerated.   I will not practice political correctness and will actively resist and expose all efforts

by any civilian or government agency ---- domestic or foreign,  to enforce their idea of political correctness

upon me by law or intimidation.  I defy the United Nations dictum against criticism of Islam.  I defy the

so-called  "political fairness doctrine" of equal time for both sides in privately-owned broadcasting and

publication.  I defy the non-secret ballot of Unions.

PROHIBITION OF ARMS: ownership of small arms is an inalienable right.  The Constitution is crystal clear

on this.  It says, "---- the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed".  The words

"people" and "keep and bear" and "shall not be infringed" --- are so simply direct --- and so well understood

by the general populace that any misinterpretation or twisting of these words is an obvious violation of this

Amendment.  Therefor,  I reject any judicial attempt to twist these words --- and any attempt by agencies or

individuals to deny the stated rights by over-regulation, over-taxation of guns and ammunition, --- or any

other method of denying the individual keeping and bearing of arms by non-criminal American citizens.  It is

attitudes that are responsible for harm ---- not the keeping and bearing of inanimate objects.  When a

populace gives up arms,  criminals who never give up arms commit more crimes.  This is not a theory,  it is a

proven fact.

MULTICULTURALISM:  of the kind that declares every culture deserves equal respect no matter its nature,  

interferes with our Constitutional right of self-defense.  I refuse to respect a culture unless that culture earns

my respect.  Furthermore,  I will strongly oppose any culture advocating unremitting world conquest or any
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culture that violently attacks the United States or its allies.

DIPLOMACY WITHOUT RECOURSE TO MILITARY MIGHT: is no match for fanaticism bent on world

conquest.  Diplomatic approach to such cultures may appear to gain short-term relief but only makes things

worse in the long run.  This has been repeatedly proved by history.  I will strongly oppose any diplomacy not

backed up by powerful arms and the will to use them at the first sign of diplomatic failure.  For this reason as

well as adequate protection of our Constitutional Rights,   I will strongly support keeping the United States

Armed forces robustly superior.   Superior enough to take on any single or multiple threat from anywhere ---

at any time.

SOCIALISM, COMMUNISM, AND ISLAMISM: are erosive tyrannical philosophies that I shall fight

vigorously until the day I die.  With Patrick Henry I say,  "GIVE ME LIBERTY --- OR GIVE ME DEATH

!!"

Signed ,  Robert Williams,  PO Box 920,  Na'alehu,  HI  96772.  American Citizen and U.S. Army veteran 

(U.S. 56072788)

=============================================


